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Abstract Recent research on highly distributed control

methods has produced a series of new philosophies based

on negotiation, which bring together the process engi-

neering with computer science. Among these control phi-

losophies, the ones based on Multi-agent Systems (MAS)

have become especially relevant to address complex tasks

and to support distributed decision making in asset man-

agement, manufacturing, and logistics. However, these

MAS models have the drawback of an excessive depen-

dence on up-to-date field information. In this work, a the-

oretical and experimental MAS, called MAS-DUO, is

presented to test new strategies for managing handling

operations supported by feedback coming from radio fre-

quency identification (RFID) systems. These strategies

have been based on a new distributed organization model

to enforce the idea of division between physical elements

and information and communication technologies (ICT) in

the product scheduling control. This division in two plat-

forms simplifies the design, the development, and the

validation of the MAS, allowing an abstraction and pre-

serving the independency between platforms. The com-

munication between both platforms is based on sharing the

parameters of the Markov reward function. This function is

mainly made up of the field information coming from

the RFID readers incorporated as the internal beliefs of the

agent. The proposed MAS have been deployed on the

Ciudad Real Central Airport in Spain in order to dimension

the ground handling resources.

Keywords MAS � Decision making � Airport handling �
RFID � Planning

1 Introduction

Airport handling operations involve the sequencing, con-

trol, and optimization of the operations related to assist the

airplanes at their chosen parking positions. The sequencing

tasks are double-fold. On the one hand, medium and long-

term scheduling statically determines the staffing require-

ments, which include both material and human resources

dimensions. On the other hand, it is necessary to take short-

term and even online decisions whenever deviations or

disturbances from plans arise [1]. These assignment tasks

are much more related to the review, control, planning,

updating of information, and 24-h data availability. Both

scheduling tasks are usually centralized at a control

department based on software tools with a great lack of

field communication. To adapt these tools, new ideas and

concepts coming from the intelligent manufacturing sys-

tems (IMS) can be applied in distributed planning and

decision making [2]. This is the case of the Ciudad Real

Central Airport in Spain that was searching for tools that

will help with its handling scheduling and control

operations.

The focus of this article is to introduce the development

framework of a distributed decision support system (DSS)

in the assignment of resources to assist incoming flights.
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More specifically, the part of the application that is high-

lighted is the development of a decision-making MAS that

has been designed to cover the online shop floor necessities

prior to the updating of data using RFID. What started as a

pure scheduling tool based on traditional techniques in

which the centralized control was taking the staffing

decisions has evolved into a sophisticated MAS in which

the resources and departments are also allowed to partici-

pate in a distributed decision-making process. The shift

came after understanding that the different resources were

competing for the scarce tasks on an airplane basis in

today’s competing markets in product-driven supply chain

[3]. The uncertainties and disturbances of normal opera-

tions (flight delays, employees’ illnesses, weather condi-

tions, machinery breakdowns etc.) provoked so many

deviations and disturbances from the original schedules,

deviations that needed to be sorted via an online negotia-

tion process. This new idea transmitted good vibes to the

airport staff, although a word of caution arouse due to

possible problems at implementation of these new strate-

gies. Software and hardware had to be developed from

scratch and particularized for the airport in hand. For that

reason, the decision was a pre-validation environment that

allowed for testing the proposed MAS and the combination

of ICT before the real deployment, which was presented as

a demo show in the airport.

What follows on the paper is the explanation of the

proposed DSS framework for shop floor scheduling, which

will be detailed under several points of view: architecture,

modeling, and methodology. The following paragraphs of

this section explain new specific schedule requirements

because of the appearance of new production models in GH

operations, mainly the ‘‘common use’’ model. Section 2

proposes different manufacturing concepts that can be

applied to help the current GH situation, and introduces

MAS features that will improve the product scheduling

control. Section 3 defines the proposed MAS methodology

and the steps followed while modeling and during its

implementation. Section 4 explains the proposed Markov

interaction protocol between agents, and Sect. 5 introduces

the results including its real and simulated components in

the Ciudad Real Central Airport. Section 6 is used to

conclude and discuss about future research opportunities

and also about the expected implementation problems.

Modern airports can be extremely complex organiza-

tions, often involving governmental organizations, private

companies, airlines, aircraft operations, and airport opera-

tors [4]. Current situation in the world economic markets

have especially forced air transport agents to modify the

way they are operating, the results take to light the need to

improve productivity and reduce costs by using new

strategies. New ideas like ‘‘common use’’ are arising in

airport operators to gain flexible control over facilities and

services, increasing passenger-processing options, and

acquiring shared use efficiencies [5]. Airport common

usable space is defined as the place in which any airline

may operate, that is, there is no space specifically dedicated

to any single airline. In this situation, all airline usable

airport space is available for use by any airline. The goal of

the full ‘‘common use’’ model consists of minimizing the

amount of time given to a specific airline, as well as

maximizing the full use of the airport. Airports benefit

from the improved productivity based on the increased

utilization of existing resources. The airlines are assigned

with no preferences given to any individual airline, which

suppose conflicts in the plan of resources in case of

resource allocation, delays, or breakdowns. The common

use model is business as usual in many airport operations:

The implementation results of common use terminal

equipment (CUTE), common use self-service kiosks

(CUSS), information displays, baggage, or sorting have

been successful. [5]. A natural next step of the common use

is to be deployed in the GH operations. It is matching up

with the increasing of outsourcing GH operations, espe-

cially in Europe, which at least define a new agent in the air

transport operations. The definition of the GH operations as

common use equipment forces a redefinition in the work

habits. In order to plan shared resources, the interrelations

between all the GH elements are critical and need constant

updating from the information flows of the air transport

agents: airports, airlines, ATC (air traffic control) and

CFMU (central flow management unit). These companies

need to share real-time information to be able to define a

shared dynamic picture of the airport made up by all the

key performance indicator (KPI) elements [6]. The amount

of the available data between agents is huge, and its flow is

quick and non-stopping: The target off-block time (TOBT),

the estimated in-block time (EIBT), the estimated landing

time (ELDT), the gate allocation, the taxi way, or the flight

plans (Fig. 1). Eurocontrol projects like SESAR (Single

European Sky ATM Research Programme) or Airport

CDM (collaborative decision making) are spending huge

investment in this global integration of data, which also

define rules and protocols for sharing data between air

transport agents, governments, and regulatory associations.

Instead of the company approach, there are also several

academic scheduling DSS close to the handling operations,

which require to be integrated with the existing systems to

establish accurate estimations in in-block/off-block time,

gate assignment, or taxi times [7, 8].

Even if this information is accessible, the GH complex

schedule processes need computer software and systems

put together in place to perform complex calculations and

previsions, in order to allow real-time negotiation, to

monitor resource usage, and to provide status reporting [9].

In the ‘‘common use’’ setting, the GH planning become
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complex since they have to provide service to several

different types of incoming flights, airlines, passengers, or

cargo services as is detailed by Dorndorf [10]. Apart from

working in a dynamic and shared environment, these

companies need to reduce costs while fulfilling the service

contract with the airlines in order not to pay fines because

of delays. The way to reduce costs is to improve the pro-

ductivity of the airport by properly scheduling the resour-

ces that assist the incoming flights; this idea also goes in

the direction of reducing carbon emission by sustainability

policies in green airports. This work presents a DSS soft-

ware framework based on the customization of the manu-

facturing control to schedule the GH operations.

2 Applying manufacturing concepts in shop floor

scheduling control

There are manufacturing concepts like lean strategies,

holon, and/or agent-based control [11], product scheduling

[12], business to manufacturing (B2M) [13], environ-

mental alignment [14], or distributed control techniques

that can be applied to other areas such as shop floor

scheduling or asset management. Especially, the manu-

facturing control and its product schedule can align the

shop floor decisions on GH by using the global company

policy because of its central position [3] (Fig. 2). The

phase of product scheduling is where the plan gets oper-

ational and is divided in executable packages as it breaks

the long-term policies and orders into scheduled opera-

tional decisions at shop floor. This component of the

manufacturing control can address the company strategic

alignment level in every shop floor decision, which exists

when the information system decisions are in concordance

with business organization’s goals. But to achieve a well-

formed organizational DSS, a constant feedback of infor-

mation is needed, which requires a second level of

alignment, called ‘‘environmental alignment’’ [4]. This

second alignment level takes into consideration the

external disturbances and assumes that the information

system (IS) has to integrate real-time features for assessing

this environment [5]. This work tackles the lack of

alignment in two ways: On the one hand, the strategic

alignment can be faced using agent/holonic-based control

strategy. And on the other hand, the environmental

alignment is achieved by getting an accurate picture of the

shop floor by using new visibility frameworks as elec-

tronic product code information services (EPCIS).

The combined use of this visibility framework with new

paradigms of information management, such as MAS, has

been used for short-term planning by several authors [6, 7].

In the present case, the information system is based on a

division of the product scheduling level into two agent

platforms: One built as an agent structure related to the

physical elements of the plant and directly connected to

the physical world and the other one as an interface with

the upper IS of the company. This division puts special

emphasis on applying strategy policies (IS platform) while

using information being fed from the environment (physi-

cal platform) that includes constant disturbances from the

initial schedule. This situation matches scenarios like the

common use model on airports. These disturbances at shop

floor level require taking decisions not well defined at

strategic levels, which produces uncouples in the global

decision-making process. This situation can only be

addressed when a flexible information update related to

disturbances is guaranteed, as is the case when service-

oriented architectures like EPCIS are deployed [15]. This

Fig. 1 Information flow in airport operations

Fig. 2 The central position of product scheduling in the manufac-

turing control
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junction of technologies is tested in the GH operations due

to the specific situation of the sector.

In the required environmental alignment at the shared

environment presented in the previous section, three

management/decision problems have been detected in the

day-to-day planning at the manufacturing product schedule

level. Problems that are common in big industries, facto-

ries, or distribution centers:

• The usage of the resources: It not easy to know when a

resource is available or it is busy. The information

feedback about the state of the resources is complex

with a high dependency of the surrounding elements

and physical details.

• The expected duration of the processes or tasks: Each

one has different lengths depending on the external and

internal conditions. The process cannot be completely

defined as a mathematical static function or in a

template; the real situation is in constant change.

• The coordination of the involved elements in a task or

process: It is not easy to define the rules of negotiation

in a collaborative environment and combine the

strategic policies in every single operational decision.

Looking at these problems, there are no mathematical

static models that allow for the proper assignment of

resources, because there are constant negotiations between

different elements, discovery of new services, and real-

time disturbances, which cannot be easily reflected or

connected on a mathematical function. The resulting clas-

sic schedules can incur in delays, over costs, waste of time,

unproductive resources, vague previsions, and out of con-

trol situations. The need for a flexible reasoning engine in

manufacturing/logistics planning has been tested by several

authors [16, 17]. Instead of classical tools, new software

techniques related to the distributed artificial intelligence

(DAI) like MAS are perfectly focused on dynamic rea-

soning engines like beliefs-desires-intention (BDI) [18],

subordinated to a real-time feedback of information [19].

Agent technology is an area of distributed artificial

intelligence (DAI) that is already applied in industrial

environments with successful results [11]. It is hard to find

a definition of the term ‘‘agent’’ to which all authors can

agree. Fisher [20] defined an agent as an encapsulated

entity with traditional AI capabilities; while Jennings and

Wooldridge defined an agent as a self-contained problem-

solving entity [21]. In general, it can be said that the agents

are entities of the software system, which are able to per-

form autonomous actions in a flexible way in pursuit of

established objectives. The characteristic of flexibility

implies that these agents have a reactive character—as they

can perceive the environment and act to meet the changes

in conditions; they also have a pro-active character—as

their behavior is oriented toward the achievement of

predefined objectives; and they have social capabilities—as

they can interact with other agents through negotiation

processes in pursuit of their respective objectives [18].

A MAS can therefore be defined as a set of specialized

agents, which are capable of interacting in order to achieve

their individual and cooperative goals, even when they do

not have enough knowledge and/or skills to individually

achieve their objectives [10]. These properties make the

MAS structure applicable to highly dynamic situations,

which turn them into promising candidates in providing a

management solution [22]. Moreover, software agent

technology can monitor and coordinate events and dis-

seminate information [4] improving visibility and creating

organizational memories [1]. An important issue is that

agents can learn from their own experience, receive

information about their environment (keeping updated their

beliefs), and adapt themselves to be closer to the solution

of the present work at each moment. Unexpected fluctua-

tions or variations in the surrounding environment can be

taken into account immediately and acted upon in real

time; thus creating an autonomous system that is able to

operate without user intervention [5]. The main reasons for

using MAS in online scheduling situations are:

• High capacity of negotiation: The agents can be

published as services in public director facilitators,

which allow dynamic interaction driven by discovery

services.

• Quick learning and deployment of decisions: Each

entity (agent) can apply internal pre-planned intentions

to the global negotiation, and it usually adds necessary

information to a global process of negotiation by using

its beliefs-desires-intention (BDI) reasoning [23].

• Designed for distributed environments: The agents can

be placed in any computer, device, or industrial

hardware connected to the network, even in different

areas, departments, or companies.

• Easy to get online real data of the environment: The agent

can be implemented to respond to environmental deci-

sions via hardware connections, web services, or with a

specific middleware. In the next section, an integration of

the well-known BDI agent with the electronic product

code (EPC) infrastructure is presented.

• Scalability: The MAS can implement multiple agents in

several layered logic platforms, this allows specializing

reasoning of each one.

3 MAS-DUO architecture: product-driven BDI

reasoning in shop floor scheduling

As a new information system paradigm, agent/holonic-

based systems were developed as an extension of previous
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philosophies but with a high degree of specialization/

autonomy in manufacturing. Among the main methodolo-

gies used on manufacturing planning, the PROSA meth-

odology by Van Brussel et al. [24], the plant automation

based on distributed systems (PABADIS) project of Lüder

et al. [25], or ExPlanTech by the Gerstner Laboratory [26]

focus the manufacturing decision making using distributed

reasoning systems based on an agent approach as our

proposed solution. Other agent-based systems appeared as

extensions of the knowledge-oriented methodologies such

as: The MAS-Common KADS developed by Iglesias et al.

that can be found in the book by Singh et al. [27] on

intelligent agents; or the CoMoMAS proposed by Glaser

[28]. There are also general agent methodologies based on

roles like MASE [29] or GAIA [30] based on a macro level

(social) and micro level (agent) that could be applied in

manufacturing. Another example, proposed by Zhang [31],

comes from the supply chain environment and is based on

simulation and decision-making tools. All of these devel-

opments include the combined use of emerging technolo-

gies in manufacturing/logistics as tools for agent-based

technologies, like MAS planning [18, 32], Markov decision

process application [33], game-theory techniques [34], and

Bayesian networks [35]. This list of methodologies high-

lights that, to apply MAS, ad hoc software and hardware

frameworks are necessary to properly address the com-

plexity of the analysis of real systems.

Following most of the previous revised agent-based

manufacturing methodologies, real systems tend to match

an agent superstructure where two kinds of agents are

detected. In the research control approach, it is usual to

have agents closely related to the physical world repre-

senting assets, products, or resources, as they command

machinery or moving objects, while others elements are

more related to management strategies, ERPs, or ICTs. So,

it can be adequate to maintain that differentiation in the

MAS structure as well. Besides, the BDI approach can be a

feasible way to implement both types of agents, which

form two different agent platforms: physical agents and

information system agents. Some models, like PROSA,

allow a common definition of all these physical agents

(product, resources, and orders at the same physical level).

This is an effective initial approach, but for the fact that,

after that, the implementation needs a specialization of the

reasoning to support interaction with machinery, PLCs, or

robots. A service-oriented implementation of this com-

munication with the plant appears to be especially relevant

by using MAS features. In the previous section, an easy

online feedback of data was emphasized as one of the

benefits to use agent-based systems due to its flexibility.

This characteristic goes in the way of the well-known

problems of lack of field information in the upper logistics

and manufacturing levels [13]. This feature is based on the

adaptability of the BDI reasoning, which provides a

mechanism for separating the activity of selecting a plan

from obtaining beliefs of the environment and its execu-

tion. The division in two agent platforms allows defining

specialized software units that better feed its internal

beliefs during the reasoning in several ways. It supposes an

adaptation to the real information flows at the manufac-

turing/logistics environment.

Therefore, based on this capacity of customization, a

division of the manufacturing agent spaces is proposed.

The agents closer to the physical environment, which can

be named BDI physical agents, are most likely directly

benefited from visibility frameworks through a software

interface as the standard EPC information services (EPCIS)

infrastructure. This work only analyses the communication

of this platform with RFID frameworks, future proposals

will demonstrate its communication with other devices

such as PLCs. This type of agents takes charge of the real-

time information coming from the plant and its circum-

stances, reporting treated information to upper levels of

agents. In practice, these agents are constituted by sets of

software and hardware interfaces defining a specific func-

tionality of the plant. Beliefs of the agent are refreshed by

the EPCIS through its XML specification, generating a

proper picture of the real state of the resource. With an

EPC subscription process, any event of the resource in the

tracking area will be submitted to the specific agent. This

allows an abstraction with minimum coupling to specific

physical details of the environment. The package has the

EPC and extra information like position, timestamp, and

context. This information can place request for questions

such as: What entities are the subjects of the event? When

did the event occur? Where did the event occur? And as a

conclusion: Why did a particular event happen? For

example, in the tested case of the GH operations, the

subscription can respond to what GH resources are the

subject of the event, the time when took place, the location

where the resources are situated on the terminal, and what

is the state or the business context of the resource, whether

the resources is free, busy, or in transit.

The physical BDI agents constitute a procedural reason-

ing system (PRS) with an RFID event actualized database.

It is a framework for constructing real-time product-driven

reasoning systems that can perform decision making in

dynamic environments. From a coordination point of view,

the physical agent platform is a product-driven approach,

where the products compete for shared resources or pro-

cesses, and this competition requires a negotiation. These

low level actions taken by the physical agent after com-

petitive coordination define a plan; these reactive actions

have a constant great dependency of the state of the

products. Therefore, the static paradigms as object oriented

or structure programing seem inadequate because the
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requirements of constant negotiation and information

feedback between the elements. After the information is

collected, the decisions during the plan could be based on

intelligent techniques as Bayesian networks or Markov

decision process. Besides, these intelligent plans can gen-

erate new suitable beliefs depending on the chosen options

generated in the selection of the plan and its growing

knowledge of the system. These new internal beliefs are

really useful during the decision process because they are

the result of the reasoning process while striving to meet a

goal. The obtained beliefs can be directly applied as

decision-making parameters and provide information

focused to possible solutions, even when using data coming

from other operators. Furthermore, these revised beliefs

simplify the following deliberations. Some examples of

possible internal beliefs are the cost of the plan (financial

results), the energy consumed during the selected execution

(sustainable policies), or the client valuation in the cus-

tomer relationship management (CRM). The following

algorithm shows the details of the customized BDI rea-

soning in the physical BDI agents. The first steps are the

initialization and the subscription of tracking the linked

resource (point 1 and 2). Then, if there is any EPC event,

which means a ‘‘what?’’, ‘‘where?’’, ‘‘when?’’, or ‘‘why?’’

variation, the loop executes several instructions: The gen-

eration of new options (point 3.a) and a deliberation based

on Markov decision process (MDP) (point 3.b). The con-

firmation and execution of the selected options (point 3.c

and 3.d) generates new external events based on its own

intentions (point 3.e). And finally, the unsuccessful and

impossible attitudes are dropped from the option list of

instructions in the next loop (point 3.f and 3.g) (Fig. 3).

On the upper agent level, BDI information system (IS)

agents are closer to the management of the company and to

the ICT. Their main concerns are not as much related to the

physical performance of the plant as with business deci-

sions and strategies. They relate to the fulfilment of orders

including resource allocation, order preparation, and plant

supply. They feed information systems supplied by the

management information systems and the processed

information coming processed by the physical agents. This

platform works as interface between the physical MAS and

the manufacturing/logistics ICT like enterprise resource

planning (ERP), customer relationship management

(CRM), database, warehouse management system (WMS),

expert systems.

Based on the division of the organization model shown

in the previous section in two platforms of agents, a

methodology of MAS development is presented. The

methodology combines Commonkads [27], GAIA [36],

and the agent unified modeling language (AUML) methods

[37]. In GAIA, there are concepts that can be used inside

the models of Commonkads like roles, permissions,

activities, and properties, and this combination is improved

with the interaction diagrams, use cases, and activity dia-

grams supported by AUML. The complexity of the design

of the MAS can be better understood and addressed if the

system is subdivided into the following models:

• Organization model: The organization model is the

basis of the MAS since it includes the definition of the

physical platform as well as the information system

platform. It therefore affects the behavior of the rest of

the models that are software based in nature. Moreover,

a correct organization model makes the MAS easier to

develop, to test, and to maintain. It represents a divided

product scheduling on the manufacturing control

(Fig. 4). For example, in GH management test case, all

the resources are represented in the physical platform

and its state of free or busy. If the new task is to attend

an incoming Boeing 737, the business model defined in

the task model establishes the relationship between

agent and its dependency and coordination. The result

of this negotiation in the physical platform is based on

the global policy parameters defined by the IS platform,

and its results are validated or reject with new param-

eters by the platform.

• Agent model: It specifies the agent characteristics:

reasoning capabilities, skills (sensors/effectors), ser-

vices, agent classes, and hierarchies; in the physical

platform, this process is realized with every linked

resource. The agent model begins with the specification

of its beliefs, desires, and intentions, and then adds new

functionalities like roles, permissions, responsibilities,

and compositions. This process, called agentification,

determines the set of agents that adequately represents

the involved elements and their specific environment.

The second step consists of identifying and shaping the

classes of physical agents; based on the selecting

agents, it will be necessary then to identify the basic

functional agent groups that will constitute agent

1. Initialize-state ();
2. Subscription (Electronic Product Code);
3. Repeat while new event

a. Options: option-generator (instructions-queue);
i. Reception of new Instructions

ii. Instruction-queue by Reward ->Where? When? What? Why?
b. Selected-options: deliberate (options);

i. New Generated Beliefs -> Cost? Energy? Client? Safety?
ii. New Reward Selection -> Markov Parameters & New Beliefs

c. Update-intentions & Confirmation (selected options);
d. Execution & Results (selected options);
e. Get-new-external-events ();

i. Where? When? What? Why?
f. Drop-unsuccessful-attitudes ();
g. Drop-impossible-attitudes ();

4. End repeat

Fig. 3 Customized BDI reasoning in product scheduling
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classes. Agents can be aggregated or specialized

depending on their functionality components. This is

the current way of work in airport operations where GH

resources are classified by their functionality as: stairs,

conveyors, carts, employers, tracks, or buses. But inside

every class, there are specializations because of its

specific attributes; for example in the case of stairs,

there are: fast stairs, electrical stairs, driven stairs, or

manual stairs.

• Task model: It describes the tasks or the activities that

the agents can carry out goals or final states, decom-

positions, and initial states. These tasks define the

interaction protocol that will be carried out by

the MAS. In the test case, several tasks related to the

assistance of the incoming Boeing 373 were defined; it

includes subtasks realized by physical agents like

luggage handling, air cargo handling, catering trucks,

refueling, ground power, or wheelchair lifts.

• Learning model: It describes the knowledge needed by

the agents to achieve their goals and to gain knowledge;

the details of this model will be shown in the following

section.

• Coordination model: It describes the conversations

between agents, their rules, protocols, and required

capabilities. The coordination models are well defined

by the foundation for the intelligent physical agents

(FIPA). The FIPA specifications include agent com-

munication language (ACL), interaction protocols,

speech act theory-based communicative acts, and

content language representations.

Within each one of the previous models, there are

software development tools that can be reused in MAS

programing. Currently, the main ideas are being focused in

programing languages like Java with a framework for

MAS, in order to reuse all the existing powerful libraries

with the agent point of view. Some examples are: JADE

[38], JADEX [39], JACK (Zeus Agent Toolkit) [40], or the

Cougaar agent architecture. As information exchange

technologies, there are some approaches to offer a semantic

interoperability of agents: ACL, DARPA agent markup

language (DAML), and other standards of XML like the

web ontology language (OWL) [41].

4 Agent platform interaction protocol based

on the Markov parameters

The physical agents, which are in a constant product-driven

negotiation, provide their outcomes by using a decision-

making technique based on MDP (Markov decision pro-

cess). This paper proposes an adaptation of the MDP, in

which its reward function reflects a strategic decision

making in every single operational decision of the physical

elements. The value function Vp : S ! < specifies the

value of the policy P in the state S. This policy will define

the decision-making process in every state of the system,

even when disturbances occur. This internal reasoning for

the selection and execution of the intentions is based on a

set of states (s), a set of actions (a) for transaction between

states, a collection of probability functions of state trans-

actions (P) that have been successful before, the discount

rate (c), and the reward function (R) defined by the com-

pany (Eq. 1).

Qpðs; aÞ ¼ RðsÞ þ c
X

s2S

Pðs0js; aÞVpðs0Þ

VpðsÞ ¼ max
a2ApðsÞ

½Qpðs; aÞ�

RðsÞ ¼ A B C Dð Þ

DelayðsÞ
CostðsÞ
QoSðsÞ

EnergyðsÞ

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ð1Þ

This equation is the basis of the dynamic programing,

where function Q represent the reward value of the chosen

option in the space of possible actions and all its previously

selected steps. Function V is the election of the maximum

reward in the space of possible options obtained by function

Q. The reward function R is obtained by using the

Fig. 4 MAS-DUO model organization. New product scheduling
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parameters submitted by the ERP systems (A, B, C, D) and

the continuously generated beliefs of the physical agents

(delay, cost, quality of service, energy). For example, in the

GH test case, electrical stairs can obtain a better reward than

manual stairs as the required time is shorter, and the cost is

adequate to assist an incoming Boeing 737 in the parking 1,

following the reward parameters defined by the company.

Combining the BDI and MDP techniques, the internal

beliefs situate the agent in one of the defined states in the

MDP. The intentions of the agent specify the actions that

will define state transitions; they allow the generation of a

plan based on the Markov parameters defined by strategic

levels. The desires are the goal state or final state on the

MDP that the agents want to achieve. Therefore, there is an

internal MDP in each physical agent, which chooses those

actions with the maximum reward while taking it closer to

the goal state. The reward function of the MDP can be

customized to the needs of the company, which can be

based on the importance of the delays, on the costs of the

process, on the importance of the client, on power con-

sumption, or on a combination of all of them; with a spe-

cific quantity parameter to reach a selected value in every

decision. In the proposed test case, the reward function

depends on the value of 4 parameters defined by the

company. The average reward is defined as the limit of the

sum of rewards divided by the number of states (s) (Eq. 2):

RðsÞ ¼ A � TimeðsÞ þ B � CostðsÞ
þ C � QoSðsÞ þ D � Energy

Limit Reward : limS
T¼1

P1
t¼1 RðtÞ

T
ð2Þ

With the internal decision policy of the company in

mind, if the firm wants to reduce costs it will increase B,

and it will give more importance to the cost in every single

action, instead of focusing the actions in reducing the

delays (A) or improving the results for a specific client (C).

With a correct customization of the parameters, the

company can define a dynamic decision policy during

operations. This method provides well-formed decisions in

the operational level with a limited communication with

the neighbor nodes of the supply chain management

(SCM). Every single decision is validated by the

information system platform using the propose interaction

protocol defined by FIPA. The results, which are the

reward value and the new beliefs, are sent to the ERP for

their validation using FIPA proposal messages.

The proposal is negotiated using the contract net pro-

tocol between the agents of the I.S. platform. In the test

case, there were three agents: the ERP agent, the CRM

agent, and an expert system agent. If the proposed solution

is accepted, the physical agents execute the plan. Other-

wise, the proposal is rejected and the physical agent has to

recalculate the plan with new Markov parameters provided

by the I.S. platform. The information flow between plat-

forms is detailed in the Fig. 5.

5 Test case in the ground handling management

One test bench of the proposed MAS architecture is an

application for the management of the resources that assist

the incoming flight at the Ciudad Real Central Airport. On

that regard, the proposed architecture is also evolving into

a distribution center platform in order to test new ideas

about agent-based organization models [42]. This new

airport was looking for tools to help the management of

resources that are used to provide service to the GH

operations. This airport started operations in 2008. To get

an idea about the complexity of the scheduling and service

problem faced by the GH management of any airport, the

large list of tasks that have to be performed for each

combination of incoming-outbound flight follows guiding

the aircraft into and out of the parking, towing with

pushback tractors, lavatory drainage, water cartage, air

conditioning, air start units, luggage handling, air cargo

handling, catering trucks, re-fueling, ground power, pas-

senger stairs, wheelchair lifts, hydraulic mules, deicing,

catering, passenger service, check-in counter services, gate

arrival and departure services, staffing the transfer coun-

ters, and field operation service. The corresponding phys-

ical and human resources that have to be controlled by the

system are as follows: chocks, bag carts, dollies for con-

tainers and pallets, re-fuellers, tugs and tractors, ground

power units, buses, container loader, transporters, air star-

ter, potable water trucks, lavatory service vehicles, catering

vehicle, belt loaders, passenger boarding stairs, pushback

tugs and tractors, de/anti-icing vehicles, operations (load

Physical
Agent

I.S.
Platform

Negotiation in the I. S. Platform

ERP Agent
CRM Agent
Intranet Agent
Datamining Agent
Expert Systems
...
...
...
...

ProposalAction 1
Reward x
New Beliefs

Reject Proposal
New Markov Parameters

Accept Proposal
Confirmation of Action

New Proposal

Fig. 5 Platform interaction protocol
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control) agent, warehouse agent, crew chief, ramp agent,

transfer agent, inbound runner, lavatory agent, mail/freight

agent, bag room agent, and drivers.

The proposed software tool allocates and plans the

previous mentioned resources to assist incoming flights

supported by using RFID and an implementation of MAS-

DUO. This MAS-DUO deployment has been developed

over Java and JADE in the Eclipse software environment.

The data thus obtained are presented in user interfaces that

can run/show the simulations in different ways and the

possible decisions. This visualization and simulation tool

helps the airport management to identify possible conflict

situations. The system will communicate the current status

of the resources to the visualization tool that supports

planning, so that unforeseen changes on the real system

will be considered in short-term planning. In the case of the

Ciudad Real Central Airport, it has four parking positions

for passenger planes; it involves an interface divided into

four hubs (Fig. 6). The resources that have to attend the

flight surround the aircraft are shown on the GUI, which

works as an operation picture to the foreman. On the

groundwork, the GUI informs the missing resource to

support the process.

The airport management staff fixed the ERP parameters

of the reward function to reduce delays, direct costs, and

consumed energy. QoS is not represented in the reward

function because initially the airport staff did not want to

give priority to any specific airline. The reward function is

represented in the Eq. 3.

RðsÞ ¼ 0:5 � TimeðsÞ þ 0:4 � CostðsÞ þ 0:1 � Energy ð3Þ

The tests that were launched during the demo show were

based on the scheduling of a standard workday in the

airport. The GH tasks correspond to the definition of

processes by the Ciudad Real Central Airport in the

attendance of a Boeing B737 during the standard 45-min

scale. Besides, the probability of just in time resources was

obtained from the information of other Spanish airports as

Malaga Airport. The results provided a better fit than the

initial dimensioning performed by a major consultancy

because there was a reflection of the environmental details

in every decision. The comments of the airport staff was

that this DSS really takes into account the physical details

of the terminal, and it makes possible to place the focus on

the accurate dimensioning of the resources with the real

requirements of the airport. The comparative of the results

Fig. 6 Ground GUI
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based on the usage of resources is analysed in 4 flights per

hour, since this is the expected frequency of flights. In

Fig. 7, four tests are represented as performed by the MAS,

comparing several configurations with the results obtained

by the consultancy. The results are divided by several

expected delays in the overall attendance process as 5-min

guarantee, just in time, or with a specified delay. Before the

real deployment, these results help airport management to

realize an accurate dimensioning of the required resources

in defined situations, so as to be able to attend the incoming

flights following the established policy as expressed in the

definition of the decision-making process.

These results have been obtained in a small airport, but

the scalability of the MAS systems makes possible its

deployment in bigger airports. Therefore, the MAS retain

its capacity to represent complexity during analysis and

development while the well-formed DSS capacity grows

exponentially in bigger and more complex cases.

6 Conclusions and future research

Agent-based technologies look appropriate to address com-

plex tasks of planning operations along the supply chain in

both the manufacturing and the logistics. The main reasons

are as follows: its scalability, its capacity of negotiation, and

its ability to implement artificial intelligent techniques. More

specifically, the combination of agent based and identifica-

tion technologies has been considered as a proper way to

manage the short-term planning of assigning multiple

resources, in highly dynamic environments.

In this paper, a new MAS methodology based on a

division of the organization model in two platforms, fol-

lowing the real workflows on the companies, is presented

as MAS-DUO. Physical and information system agents are

treated separately, facilitating both the understanding of the

system, the design and the development of the MAS. This

separation allows strategic policies to be reflected on the

physical decisions and informs to the upper information

system about physical disturbances as well. The problem of

communication between platforms is solved using an

interaction protocol based on sharing parameters of the

Markov reward function. This definition allows an

abstraction between platforms, achieving maximum cohe-

sion, and minimum coupling.

One of the first test cases of the MAS-DUO is the GH

operations at the Ciudad Real Central Airport. This airport

is being used as a test bench to validate the design and

development of MAS. The system helps the scheduling

duties even when disturbances occur, filling the void of

classical scheduling tools that relate more to medium and

long-term planning. The article shows the development of

such a complete system that was validated by the airport

management staff during the demo show.
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